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“The words “do not disturb my circles” are said to be Archimedes’ last before he was slain by
a Roman soldier in the tumult of the pillaging of Syracuse. The timeless tranquil eternity of the
not-to-be-disturbed circles in the midst of this account of hurly-burly and death is emblematic of
the contrast between mathematics and stories: history, legends, anecdotes, and narratives of all
sorts thrive on drama, on motion and confusion, while mathematics requires a clarity of thought
that, in many instances, comes only after prolonged quiet reflection. At first glance, then, it
might seem that mathematics and narrative have little use for each other, but this is not so. As
anyone who teaches the subject knows well, the appropriate narrative helps make its substance
more comprehensible, while the lack of a narrative frame may render mathematics indigestible or
even, at times, downright incomprehensible. This dependence of mathematics on narrative is not
surprising: after all, mathematics is created by people, and people live, grow, think, and create
stories. Stories play crucial roles in our discovering, creating, explaining, and organizing knowledge,
and thus mathematics also has a great need for narrative, even though its taste for general ideas
might make one forget this,” (Apostolos Doxiadis, Barry Mazur, Introduction to [1]).

Circles disturbed is a collection of sixteen independent essays/chapters, sixteen gem stones we

could say, set in a unique piece of suggestive richness which takes us in an intellectual voyage

along the frontier between the realms of mathematics and narrative. Since narrative is possible

only in time, the traditional view of mathematics, which following Plato describes the discipline

as dealing exclusively with timeless absolute trues, makes it difficult to put together mathematics

with narrative. It is, thus, not surprising, that many of the authors challenge this classical view

of mathematics by dealing in one way or another with the concept of time. In some cases, as in

G.E.R. Lloyd’s Mathematics and narrative: An Aristotelian Perspective, the issue of time is openly

addressed. Lloyd explains to us the Aristotelian view of mathematics, an alternative to Plato’s in

which sequentiality –often time related– is as essential to the construction of a proof as it is to the

process of telling a story. But more often the concept of time, though present under at least one of

its meanings in most of the chapters of the book, is subtlety hidden behind the lines. Let us look

at some examples.

In the essay that opens the volume, From Voyagers to Martyrs. Toward a Storied History

of Mathematics, Amir Alexander takes us in a fascinating journey through the stories told by

mathematicians about themselves and their work from the sixteenth to the the nineteenth centuries.

Guided by the mathematical tales of the different epochs, we can follow how the way in which

mathematicians saw themselves, each other, what is and is not mathematics or how mathematics

should be done, changed through time.

“The theorems of Euclid and the rest of the mathematicians, still today as for many years past,
retain in the schools their true purity, their real certitude, and their strong and firm demonstrations
and thus, so much do the mathematical disciplines desire, esteem, and foster truth, that they reject
not only whatever is false, but even anything mere probable, and they admit nothing that does
not lend support and corroboration to the most certain demonstrations,” (Christopher Clavius, In
Disciplinas mathematics Prolegomena, 1570, quoted in [1] p. 5).

“I am overcome with amazement eyeing with what new and singular manner [your work] unfolds
the most profound secrets of nature, and with what facility it soaves the most difficult things. [. . .]
the first to dare to steer in the immensity of the sea, and plunge into the ocean. [. . .] It can be
said that with the escort of the good geometry and thanks to the spirit of your supreme genius,
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you have managed easily to navigate the immense ocean of indivisibles and a thousand other hard
and distant things which could shipwreck anyone. Oh how much the world is in your debt for
having paved the road to things so new and so delicate!” (Letter of Cavalieri to Galileo Galilei,
1638, quoted in [1], p. 11).

“Thus, although no calculation proper is possible except by numbers, nor any magnitude measurable
except by extension (for without space we could not measure time exactly), we arrive through
the continual generalization of our ideas at that principal part of mathematics, and of all the
natural sciences, called the Science of Magnitudes in general [Algebra]. It is the foundation of all
possible discoveries concerning quantity, that is to say, concerning everything that is susceptible
to augmentation or diminution. This science is the farthest outpost to which the contemplation of
the properties of matter can lead us, and we would not be able to go further without leaving the
material universe altogether. [. . .] Mathematical abstractions help us in gaining this knowledge, but
they are useful only insofar as we do not limit ourselves to them. That is why, having so to speak
exhausted the properties of shaped extension through geometric speculations, we begin by restoring
to it impenetrability, which constitutes physical body and was the last sensible quality of which we
had divested it. The restoration of impenetrability brings with it the consideration of the action of
bodies on one another, for bodies act only insofar as they are impenetrable. It is thence that the
laws of equilibrium and movement, which are the object of Mechanics, are deduced. We extend
our investigations even to the movement of bodies animated by unknown driving forces or causes,
provided the law whereby these causes act is known or supposed to be known. Having at last made
a complete return to the corporeal world, we soon perceive the use we can make of Geometry and
Mechanics for acquiring the most varied and profound knowledge about the properties of bodies.
It is approximately in this way that all the so-called physico-mathematical sciences were born,” (J.
Le Rond d’Alembert, Preliminary Discourse to the Encyclopedia of Diderot, 1751, quoted in [1], p.
20).

“If you now give me an equation that you have chosen at your pleasure, and it you want to know
if it is or is not solvable by radicals, I could do nothing more than indicate to you the means of
answering your question, without having to give myself or anyone the task of doing it. In a word,
the calculations are impractical. [. . .] All that makes the theory beautiful, and at the same time
difficult, is that one has always to indicate the course of analysis and to foresee its results without
ever being able to perform [the calculations]” (Évariste Galois, Discourse préliminaire, 1830, quoted
in [1], p. 41).

Alexander’s thesis that we cannot separate the mathematical practices from the cultural realities

in which they arouse and, more specifically, that the transformations that occurred in mathemat-

ics in the late eighteenth and nineteenth century were at least partly guided by the form of the

underlying stories told about it, is very convincing, And it sheds light on the possible ways in

which the current narratives of mathematics and mathematicians may nowadays help conform the

mathematical community. An illustrative case comes to mind. The refusal of the International

Mathematical Union to award Andrew Wiles with a Fields Medal1 despite his astounding 1995

mathematical achievement, on the grounds that he was over forty years of age, puzzled many in

the mathematical community, and it raised a question that, so far, no one has been able to answer

satisfactorily. Why would a group of reputedly good mathematicians, a discipline for centuries now

unrelated to numerology, stick so firmly to a number as arbitrary as 40? After reading Alexan-

der’s essay (and several others collected in Circles disturbed), one is convinced that the answer to

our previous question, and to many others of the type, lies in current mathematical narratives.

Narratives create atmospheres, and atmospheres conform behaviors.

1The Fields Medals, which bear the name of Canadian mathematician John Charles Fields, were established in
September 1932, a month after Fields’ death. “Fields’ instructions about the medal were explicit: it was to be struck
in gold; it was to be free of the name of any country or person; the inscription was to be in Latin or ancient Greek;
it was to be awarded not only in recognition of distinguished research but also to encourage further effort. Fields did
not stipulate any age limit. This was done in subsequent years by the IMU in a series of decisions culminating in
the one taken at the Moscow Congress (1960) where an upper age limit of 40 was taken.” (Official web-page of the
Fields Institute at the University of Toronto, www.fields.utoronto.ca/aboutus/jcfields/fields medal.html)
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In his Structure of Crystal, Bucket of Dust, Peter Galison contrasts the way of thinking about

mathematics of mathematical physicist John Archival Wheeler and many-to-one mathematician

Nicolas Bourbaki. Galison argues that their respective view of mathematics –“about as far apart

as possible on the idiom spectrum that spans from formal algebraic to informal-geometric” (P.

Galison, [1] p. 53)– was largely shaped by their biographies and the concrete time and place in which

they lived. Wheeler and the first generation of Bourbaki members where all born within the same

decade, they all had tremendous influence on a generation of thought about the theoretical sciences,

and they all took the region of set theory as starting point in their reasoning about mathematical

structures. But while for Boubaki members the structure of mathematics was architectural, for

Wheeler it was mechanic. Galison analyses these two apparently different views, framing each of

them in the concrete –in time– cultural reality in which it arouse, as well as in the individual

personalities of the scientists themselves.

“Bourbaki’s world –the world of Élements de mathématique– was fiercely impersonal, voided of
heuristics, stripped of images; the collective proudly squelched the individual voice in favor of the
group. Theirs was a series of books that was not in the first or even lat instance a textbook;
more a monument than a story unfolding in time. [. . .] Asked why there was such a lack of visual
illustration in Bourbaki’s canonical works, Pierre Cartier responded, “The Bourbaki were Puritans,
and Puritans are strongly opposed to pictorial representations of the truths of their faith. [. . .] And
then there was the idea that there is an opposition between art and science. Art is fragile and
mortal because it appeals to emotions, to visual meaning and to unstated analogies.” Wheeler’s
world was altogether different. Far from an iconoclastic suspicion of the diagrammatic, he loved
images, took drawing lessons, studied mechanical illustration in his engineering training, and saw
the visual as a crucible in which to test arguments,” (Peter Galison, [1] p. 73).

Amir’s text describes the socially accepted portrait of a mathematician unfolding though time;

Galison’s relates the gaze and work of mathematicians to the concrete time in which they lived.

In our next example, Visions, dreams and mathematics, Barry Mazur investigates a whole genre

of mathematics, which could be characterized as intellectual voyages which, having been born

as the dream of a specific mathematician, are carried on through time by many generations of

mathematics. “He is an extraordinary mathematician, but he has no dreams”. Such a comment,

made by a mathematician about a colleague, took Mazur to investigate in Visions, dreams and

mathematics what it means for a mathematician to have a dream. Through what Leopold Kronecker

called beloved dream of youth and is known to some mathematicians as Hilbert’s 12th problem, the

author analyzes

“[. . .] an entire genre of intellectual voyage where the structure of some initial fundamental
and arresting discovery by virtue of its energy and explanatory force inspires the formation of a
template designed to organize, unify, and explicitly survey a much more general range of ideas, a
template that doesn’t quite fit, but inspires all the more for that. Many great mathematical visions
have this trajectory, and Kronecker’s Jugendtraum is very much of this form.” (Barry Mazur, [1],
p. 206).

Making us realize that mathematics is not as timeless as we are used to think is only one of the

surprises hidden the volume we have in hands. In order not to unveil them all we will point out

only one more. By the time that, half way through the book, we start to we feel comfortable seeing

in the same line the words mathematics and narrative, Apostolos Doxiadis pushes us a step further

persuasively arguing that the systematic rational mode of thought known as mathematics is, in

fact, an offspring of the earliest form of narrative: storytelling. He does so by describing, in his

A Streetcar Named Proof, a plausible path that, starting at poetic storytelling and the Rhetorics,

takes us from the classical Greek art of persuasive discourse to the art of mathematical proof.
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Good books take us into territories that we would not traverse by ourselves. In this sense and in

several others Circles Disturbed is a very good book. The many reflections and ideas that come to

mind as we go through its pages, the unexpected subjects it touches and the many possibilities that,

as we read along, open in front of our eyes, makes the reading of this volume an unusual intellectual

pleasure. Well thought and well written and with a careful balance between erudition and down-

to-earthness all through it, Circles Disturbed is a highly recommended reading for mathematicians

and students of mathematics, as well as for anyone who wishes to better understand what it is

to do mathematics and why they are done the way they are done. It also offers unexpected clues

about the place that mathematics occupies in some of the self-images of the species and the place

that some of the self-images of the species occupy in mathematics.
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